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managed without it, as testified by the fact that two young
women barristers, friends of Peter's, having secured the neces-
sary visa, started off together in a two-seater about the same
time and did what we did; only instead of going south from
Kiev, they turned north to Moscow. These adventurous girls,
without any letters of recommendation, were hospitably
received everywhere.
Our motor-bicycle method of travel disarmed those critics
at home who try to make out that foreigners in Russia are
shown only that which the Soviet official wishes them to see.
The Soviet officials in our case were powerless; they could not
accompany us, could not send an " interpreterf> to watch us,
could in fact only offer us hospitality when and where we pre-
sented ourselves.   We meanwhile, were free to stop when and
where we chose, and to talk to all and sundry who came upon
our path.   We received kindness from peasants, from bour-
geoisie, from anti-Bolsheviks, from anarchists, from University
professors and all manner of strange and varied people.   At
Livadia we fetched up quite by chance at the Czar's palace
to discover that we could stay in the house of the Imperial
suite, which had become a pension.
The park was very beautiful, and we revelled in sea-bathing
amid Communist admirals and generals, commissars on
holiday, rich Jews affecting to be poor, with their families, a
Petrograd doctor and a Moscow bank manager. We learnt
much that was of interest, ate a great many peaches and made
some friends whom we regretted leaving.
At Sevastopol we visited the Red Fleet, probably the first
foreigners allowed on board, and this was all the more surprising
as Peter was an ex-naval officer, and his eyes saw things which
conveyed nothing to mine. We literally ransacked a cruiser,
a destroyer and a submarine!
At Odessa, whilst awaiting the arrival of a passenger ship to
take us to Constantinople, I revived the project so dear to my
heart, of living in Russia, and sought for a habitation. The
local officials were more than civil, but I came up against an in-
superable difficulty; it was financial. I was shown an apartment
with rooms facing the sea and was told that I could have it
free of rent for two years if I would spend five hundred poaads

